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Welcome to life on four wheels.Hit the open road with this practical and inspiring guide. In the

first half, you’ll discover how to choose and customise your perfect van, and get it fitted for

sleeping, cooking and storage. In part two, we’ll tell you how to stay safe, save money and park

legally, then share the best road trips around the world, complete with awesome

itineraries.Lonely Planet’s The Vanlife Companion is a great introduction to the global #vanlife

phenomenon and is geared to helping you have amazing adventures of your own, whether

you’re building a van from the inside out or renting one for the trip of a lifetime. We feature 20

classic campervan routes to fuel your wanderlust and hear from people about how they got

started and life on the road.Features 20 classic, must-drive campervan routes across Ireland,

Scotland, Germany, Italy, New Zealand, South Africa, the United States, West Africa, Nepal,

Australia and CanadaExpert advice, tips and guidance from our travel expertsProfiles of

#vanlife personalities and how they created their dream vansAbout Lonely Planet: Lonely

Planet is a leading travel media company and the world’s number one travel guidebook brand,

providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over

the past four decades, we’ve printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated,

passionate global community of travellers. You’ll also find our content online, on mobile, video

and in 14 languages, 12 international magazines, armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and

more.Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images found

in the physical edition.
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Welcome to vanlifeWelcome to The Vanlife Companion. This bookhas been created as a

helpful – and hopefullyinspiring – guide to assist you in navigating theincreasing array of

options for buying, converting,kitting out and using a van for a range ofrecreational

purposes.From enabling a sport or hobby, to taking thefamily on a weekend camping trip or

even livingfull-time ‘off-grid’, the humble van is morepopular than ever, meaning more choice,

bettervalue and an increasingly diverse range ofowners. With internet forums and online

socialplatforms acting like a virtual campsite, thisglobal network of like-minded people has

beenable to unify as one community under the‘vanlife’ moniker. Travel has long

beensynonymous with freedom and discovery, andthis is especially true of the road trip. For

millionsof owners around the world, the campervan isthe ultimate road trip companion, but it’s

also asymbol of freedom. More than just a vehicle, it’sa way of life and a personalised gateway

tothe open road – be it for a night, a weekend,several months or even years.Using the

bookSection 1 of the book focuses on practicalinformation and advice, from deciding what

kindof van suits your needs, through the myriadconversion options, to tips for storage,

tripplanning and getting the most out of thecamping experience.Section 2 profiles 10

trailblazing vanlifers andtheir vehicles, exploring their motivations andexperiences as well as

examining theirconversions in detail.Section 3 showcases a selection of inspiringroute ideas

from around the world.Whatever your situation – from vanlife veteranto someone still dreaming

up their future slice ofvan-shaped freedom – this book will share newideas and provide

inspiration for your journey.What is vanlife?It’s a fair question to kick things off. After all,

thecampervan is hardly a new invention: VW firstlaunched its iconic splitscreen in 1950. So,

whyhas a new generation felt the need to reinvent itunder a catchy, marketable moniker? Is

therereal substance behind the hashtag?The current rise of vanlife is arguably a resultof

contemporary global social, economic andcultural trends in much the same way as theevents

that made the original movement sosuccessful. In the 1960’s and 1970’s, it was firstthe hippie

movement, and then the surfers –both of whom gravitated to the VWcampervan, which had a

near-total monopolyon the market at that stage – that thrust boththe vehicle itself and romantic

notions of theaccompanying lifestyle into mainstreamconsciousness.Fast-forward to today, with

a youngergeneration increasingly eschewing homeownership and delaying parenthood, and

largechunks of the middle-aged wanting to breakfree from the shackles of mortgages and

thenine-to-five. The internet has given people theability to create earning potential without

thenecessity of a fixed office space, whileFacebook and Instagram let vanlifers connect,tell

stories, share tips and even arrange tophysically meet up – not so far removed fromthe hippie

campfires of old. Amidst this seachange the vanlife scene has coalesced anddeveloped its own

momentum, spurred on byartfully posed photos of sunsets, campfires, andinteresting van

conversions in a variety of exoticlocations, far from any campsites or crowds.At the current time

of writing, the #vanlifehashtag has had over three million uses, withvarious close derivatives all

well into six-figures.And despite the occasionally saccharine filtersand stock image poses, it’s

almost impossiblenot to scroll through and come away feelinginspired. Of course, it’s important

to rememberthat with social media the images are filteredin more ways than one: what you see

is morethan likely to be the edited highlights of thereal thing. The true reality of vanlife is

summedup perfectly by Mirte van Dijk, owner of thewonderful vintage Citroën Type H featured

onpage 42: ‘Don’t expect rainbows and unicorns allof the time, because vanlife can be



tough.’Living in a van can be cramped, too hot, toocold, dirty, noisy, frustrating, and

occasionallyeven dangerous. If you value a lifestyle wherethings are generally easy and go

according toplan, it’s more than likely not for you! But youdon’t need to quit your job, sell your

house andbelongings and learn how to wire solar panelsonto the roof of your new four-

wheeled abodeto come along. Vanlife is a state of mind, andall are welcome.Choosing a

vanWhether you crave five-star hotels or a bivvybag under the stars, campervans

offersomething for everyone. From a convertedex-work panel van to a fully fitted

motorhome,something suits every budget and purpose.But when buying any vehicle, the first

step is tothink about exactly what your requirements are.Start a checklist like the one below as

you mullover the options. For a daily driver used forthe occasional weekend trip you don’t want

afully featured 5-berth motorhome, in the sameway that it’s not ideal to buy a two-

seatconvertible sports car if you have a family offive. A campervan has a lot of

additionalconsiderations to make above and beyonda standard car, so it’s worth putting pen

topaper and listing what features are essential,desirable and merely nice-to-have. You’llneed to

prioritize these according to yoursituation and budget as you select a van modelfor purchase or

conversion. Some importantchecklist questions follow.At the current time of writing, the

#vanlifehashtag has had over three million uses, withvarious close derivatives all well into six-

figures.And despite the occasionally saccharine filtersand stock image poses, it’s almost

impossiblenot to scroll through and come away feelinginspired. Of course, it’s important to

rememberthat with social media the images are filteredin more ways than one: what you see is

morethan likely to be the edited highlights of thereal thing. The true reality of vanlife is

summedup perfectly by Mirte van Dijk, owner of thewonderful vintage Citroën Type H featured

onpage 42: ‘Don’t expect rainbows and unicorns allof the time, because vanlife can be

tough.’Living in a van can be cramped, too hot, toocold, dirty, noisy, frustrating, and occasionally

© Jake Graham / 500pxChecklistWill it be my daily driver?Reliability/economySize/

manoeuvrabilityWill I regularly encounter heightrestrictions or narrow/steep roads?Will I be

going off-road?2WD vs 4WDTyre choiceHow many people does it need to carry?Legal seating

requirementsSleeping arrangementsWill I be staying mainly on formal sitesor wild camping?

Power options - hook–up/split-charge/solarToilet and shower accessWill I cook regularly or

mainly eat out?Fitted kitchen vs portable/modular optionsWater/fresh food storageWill I be

carrying bulky equipmentoutside of the vehicle?Options for towbar/roof rack etc.Loading/

unloading/storageconsiderationsThe ‘c’ wordA word you will become very familiar

withthroughout your vanlife journey is the ‘c’ word:Compromise. Every aspect of vanlife

demandsgive and take. Want more interior space? Abigger vehicle will struggle on those

narrowroads you’ll need to traverse to find yourperfect wild camping spot. Want to wild

campregularly? You’ll need to think about off-gridessentials like solar power, a large water

tankand food storage. Every decision you makewill likely have an impact elsewhere, so

thinkcarefully about what really is most importantto you, and learn to accept and work

aroundany pitfalls. Use your checklist to track youressentials and identify what’s merely

optional.BudgetThe key advice is to decide in advance if youwant to buy a ‘finished’ van ready

for adventure,or a blank-slate project vehicle that you cangradually convert as time and budget

allows. Ifyou have the time and patience, the lattercertainly offers a fulfilling experience.The

biggest deciding factor for your choice ofvan will most likely be your budget. If you areplanning

to buy a brand new factory-fittedcamper, you can relax and focus your energyand money on

trips for the first three years.However, the majority of people are more likelyto be either buying

a pre-owned conversion,or looking for a base vehicle to convert. It’shere that things get a little



more complicated.Budgeting for vanlife is a very personalundertaking, and it’s impossible to

suggest aone-size-fits-all recommendation. In general it’sLeft: On the road inAlberta, Canada

sensible to budget generously for the bestpossible base van, since getting to and fromplaces

reliably is the main goal of any vehicle.Cutting corners on spending upfront might costlater. Of

course, you may be mechanicallyminded and happy to get hands-on, in whichcase you might

focus more on the quality orcompleteness of any conversion work, safe in theknowledge that

you can deal with breakdowns,repairs and rust later.Try before you buyIt goes without saying

that research is the keynot only to finding the right van, but also ongetting the most of it on the

road. Be preparedto spend a significant amount of time not onlyon retrofitting the vehicle, but

on reviewing thevast range of build options and camping gearthat will transform your vanlife

from good togreat. Online forums and in-person meets aregreat resources for delving deeper

intoavailable options than your first forays into theglossy shots on Instagram may surface. But

oneof the best tips before committing to any majorpurchase is to try before you buy, and this

isespecially true of a van, particularly if you planto live in your vehicle. There are now

manyplaces that specialise in hiring vans, giving youinvaluable real-world experience that will

helpto inform your decisions and answer some ofthe checklist questions in a much

moreconfident fashion. There’s even an Airbnb-styleapp that connects van owners directly

withpotential hirers.Try to find something in a size and style asclose to your intended

requirements as possible,and take the longest trip you can afford. Time– and money – spent

now might save you afortune in the long run, and hopefully theenjoyment you have during the

trip will help tojustify the outlay as well as giving you valuableinsight into your vehicular

needs.What makes a good van?Regardless of the brand or model, there arecertain common

elements of any vehicle to beaware of. Once you’ve decided on the size andtype of van, it’s

worth bearing in mind some ofthese points before making your final purchase.DrivetrainA

strong, reliable drivetrain is essential, so makesure that servicing has been adequate and

welldocumented. Note that mileage is notnecessarily a reliable indicator – low-stressmodern

diesel engines can comfortably dohundreds of thousands of miles with little morethan routine

servicing, and many ex-work vanswill have been maintained meticulously.You’ll also need to

carefully consider the kindof routes you’ll be taking, and plan accordingly:Regular use of rough,

muddy, off-roadterrain will ideally require 4WD, which willlimit your vehicle choice. 4WD also

generallyuses more fuel on normal roads and adds toboth weight and servicing

costs.Automatic gearboxes can be more relaxing,but manual gears give much more control

insteep mountainous terrain.Cruise control is an easily overlooked butvery worthwhile feature if

your routes willinclude long periods of time on major roads.Rare and vintage vehicles have

added coolfactor, but might leave you stranded waitingfor parts when things inevitably go

wrong.A larger, more powerful engine makescruising and longer journeys easier but will

usemore fuel and possibly cost more to insure.SuspensionDepending upon your conversion, a

significantamount of additional weight is going to beadded to your vehicle. This will adversely

affectthe handling and ride quality, and in extremecases might push some parts beyond

thewindow in which they were designed to safely– and legally – operate.Popular vehicles for

conversion often start lifeas working vans, meaning they already featuresuspension designed

to carry significantweights. If you want something more suited forpassenger comfort, try

looking at multi-purposevehicles (MPVs) or minivans instead.If in any doubt about safety

matters for areassuch as tyres, brakes and suspension, alwaysconsult a qualified

expert.InsulationInsulation is not something you’d think aboutwhen buying a normal car, but for

vanlife it’sessential. This is especially true when convertingan ex-work van, which typically has



no rear cabinsulation, leaving large areas of exposed metalthat will amplify every bit of noise

and resonatehorribly on faster roads. Insulation will also helpwith temperature

regulation.Thankfully, insulating a van is one of the easierDIY tasks, and can be completed

withenvironmentally friendly materials. As withsuspension, an MPV or minivan will typically

havethe added benefit of factory-fitted insulation.Roof heightInternal standing space is at or

near the top ofmost people’s desirability lists when it comes totheir vehicle, and is especially

important if youare intending on more than just occasionalweekends away. If you’ve never used

a van forcamping trips before, roof height is perhapsthe most important element for you to try

outbefore you commit to a vehicle.Most commercial vans are available in atleast a couple of

different wheelbasedimensions and roof heights, so your decisionshouldn’t drastically affect

your model plans.But getting it wrong could cause you a lot ofpain – physically and financially –

later on.The obvious solution is simply to buy one ofthe many hi-top vehicles available.

However, ifyou live or regularly travel somewhere thathas a lot of height restrictions in place, or

yourvan is your sole vehicle, you might find it’s moretrouble than it’s worth. Additionally, in

someparts of the world, landowners have begunerecting height restrictions on

parkingspecifically to limit overnight parking and wildcamping by vans and

motorhomes.Converting a vanYou could just throw a camping mat in the back

of an empty work van, but part of theexperience of vanlife is finding and converting avehicle to

your exact specification.The great outdoors is generally the reasonpeople buy and convert

vans for camping, butwhat’s inside is just as important for your overallenjoyment. Don’t let the

artfully posed Instagramimages fool you; vanlife can be cramped, noisyand frustrating. Time

spent researching andplanning your setup, as well as thinking aboutthings like storage,

packing and loading, will paydividends later on.One thing to check carefully when preparingto

convert a van is the local law governingchanges to a vehicle. For example, in the UK it

ispossible to re-register a commercial panel vanas a motor caravan once a certain number

ofconversion steps have been completed. This canresult in cheaper insurance and even allow

youto travel at higher speeds on certain roads.Either way, you should always make sure

yourinsurance company is fully updated with anychanges you make.Buy or build?The first

question to ask yourself is whetheryou want to complete any of the conversionwork yourself, or

pay to have it done by aprofessional fitter.In many cases you will find that you pay apremium on

a van with conversion work thathas already been completed, and so you mightfind that it is

more cost effective for you to buya base vehicle and do it yourself. This routeobviously takes

more time and hassle, but theadvantage is knowing exactly what work hasbeen done, plus you

have the opportunity tocreate exactly what you want. Be sure whenbudgeting that you get

accurate quotes formaterials (and labour, if you are using athird-party) and that you have

thought ofabsolutely everything that needs doing.In the same way as when undertaking

majorhome improvements, it’s also a good idea toinclude at least a 10% contingency fund,

andmost seasoned vanlifers will tell you to at leastdouble your initial time estimates when

doingany job yourself, even if it seems straightforward.SeatingWhatever the purpose of your

van, you’re goingto need somewhere to sit when you’re notdriving. Depending how many

people youintend to carry, flexible seating is crucial.Given that seats are also one of the

mostspace-consuming items in any vehicle, it’simportant to carefully consider their

placement,as well as if they can be easily moved orremoved via sliders, bolts or quick-release

hinges.Having seats with flexible configurations and adual purpose – whether hiding storage

areas orfolding into a bed – can make a huge differenceto your vanlife experience.Your

eventual rear cab layout will dependupon the size of your vehicle as well as yourpriorities. Even



if you have a large enough vanto include side-facing bench seats and diningtable, what you

gain in Instagram-friendlyphotos of your semi-al fresco dining views youmight lose in usable

storage space. Put pen toRight: Campervan on theroad in New Zealand’sTongariro National

Park© Justin Foulkes / Lonely Planet

paper, and mock up your ideas beforecommitting. You can even experiment bymarking out the

footprint of the usable area inyour house, garage or driveway.In the front cab, for those without

a bulkheadone of the most popular and affordable optionsthat can be added to most seats is a

rotatingswivel base, which allows them to rotate 180ºwhen parked. This simple modification

meansthey can be utilised in the rear cab area of thevan when parked, adding to both the

usabilityand sense of space in the vehicle.One thing to note is that there are strict

lawsgoverning the use of passenger seats in transit, sowhen buying or converting a vehicle

with acustom seating setup that differs from the originalmanufacturer specification, be sure to

check thatit complies 100% with the requirements, otherwiseyou might find that your insurance

will beinvalidated in the event of an accident.SleepingAfter seating options, sleeping

arrangementsare the next biggest consideration. Popularoptions include the below:>>

Convertible bed: The average vanlife van– if such a thing exists – will most likely featurea

convertible bed of some sorts. Regardless ofvehicle size, there will be a solution for

quicklytransforming seats and/or dining areas into aflat area for sleeping. Common convertible

bedoptions include the simple but effective folding‘rock n’ roll’ bench seat, which comes in

boththree-quarter width and full width sizes.The obvious advantage of a convertible bedis that

you maximise the use of internal space,however it does also mean that at least twice aday you

need to literally make and unmake thebed, as well as storing bedding when not in use.Rock n’

roll beds can also vary dramatically inquality, so always check the reputation andsafety

certification before you buy, and ensurethey are fitted correctly.>> Fixed bed: Where space

allows, a dedicatedsleeping space is the ultimate setup for mostpeople. Having a bed

permanently made upsaves a lot of time over the course of a trip,meaning that you can focus

on enjoying youradventures. You may also find yourself enjoyingthe occasional daytime nap!

Fitting a permanent bed into a car-sized vansuch as the VW Transporter series can be

toocompromising to other aspects of the vehicle,depending upon your priorities. However, hi-

topvans such as the increasingly popular MercedesSprinter can easily be configured with a

raisedsleeping area above a dedicated garage/storage space (see page 98.)Arguably the most

important factor ofsleeping, however, is not the location, but whatyou are lying on. Inflatable

camping mattressesare perfect for convertible beds thanksto their space-saving potential when

not in use,however they are also time consuming toinflate/deflate and sensitive to damage.

Forpermanent beds it’s well worth consideringoptions like memory foam, which is

relativelylightweight, available in a range of differentdensities and can be easily cut to size.>>

Pop-up roof: One of the best – and mostpopular – solutions for smaller vans is thepop-up (or

pop-top) roof, where all or part ofthe roof is replaced with an elevating section tocreate

additional sleeping space. Given thestructural role of the roof of a vehicle, this istypically a

professional conversion job, althoughmany official manufacturer campervanmodels come with

a pop-up roof as standard.Since pop-tops are typically fitted tovehicles with limited internal

height, the addedheadroom also means no more crouchingwhen inside. Many manufacturers

includeadditional zipped vents and windows in theirdesigns, the combination of which

contributessignificantly to making a smaller van feel muchmore airy and comfortable when

camping.Once you get the hang of operating it, usingthe roof extension becomes a quick and

easyenough process that you will find yourselfusing it even when simply parked up for awhile,



and sports enthusiasts in particular willappreciate the ability to get changed inprivacy and

comfort.CookingMore than perhaps any other aspect of vanlife,your cooking solutions will

depend upon yourusage case. A couple living full- or part-time intheir vehicle are going to have

dramaticallydifferent requirements to a single person usingtheir van at weekends.The extent of

your cooking setup will alsodepend on your general relationship with food.If you’re a

passionate foodie, you’re more likelyto look at vanlife meals as a creativeopportunity rather

than a chore to be avoided.If you’re only planning occasional overnighttrips, it is possible to get

away without anycooking at all, but for longer trips, considersome of these options:>> BBQ:

The perennial camping favourite, theBBQ is also a vanlife staple. With the extraspace available

inside a van, many owners willpermanently carry their grill, and for space-constrained vehicles

there are a number offolding designs that pack almost totally flat. Formore casual users there

are also disposableoptions, but please recycle where possible.BBQs are designed for outdoor

use, so thiscan be an issue when the weather is inclement.However, an awning can quickly

and easilycreate an outdoor kitchen. For those wishing tolight a fire when camping, there are

also anumber of combination grills that double up asboth BBQ and fire pit.>> Portable gas

stove: The portable stove is oneof the most flexible items in the vanlife cookingarmoury, and

ranges from a single standaloneunit to multi-hob setups, typically built into ahandy folding carry

case/stand.The smaller stoves are extremely handy for avariety of situations, however they

aresusceptible to wind and low temperatures, burnrelatively inefficiently and the small, single-

useButane gas canisters run out fairly quickly,meaning you will need to keep spares on

hand.One of the most versatile portable gas stovesis the Cadac Safari grill, which looks a lot

like agas-powered BBQ, and can run from largerrefillable Propane gas bottles. The Safari

ChefFitting a permanent bed into a car-sized vansuch as the VW Transporter series can be

toocompromising to other aspects of the vehicle,depending upon your priorities. However, hi-

topvans such as the increasingly popular MercedesSprinter can easily be configured with a

raisedsleeping area above a dedicated garage/storage space (see page 98.)Arguably the most

important factor ofsleeping, however, is not the location, but whatyou are lying on. Inflatable

camping mattressesare perfect for convertible beds thanksto their space-saving potential when

not in use,however they are also time consuming toinflate/deflate and sensitive to damage.

Forpermanent beds it’s well worth consideringoptions like memory foam, which is

relativelylightweight, available in a range of differentdensities and can be easily cut to size.>>

Pop-up roof: One of the best – and most

© Suzanne Stroeer / Getty Imagesincludes several different cooking options,meaning it can

manage everything from afry-up to a casserole, and folds into a relativelylight and compact bag

for storage.For boiling water quickly and efficiently, it’s alsoworth considering an integrated

canister stove.These clever Butane units essentially turbochargethe standard gas stove by

using an insulated potwith an inbuilt heat exchanger in the base,multiplying the effectiveness of

the flame.>> Fitted gas stove: For those with plans for afitted kitchen, there are a huge variety

ofdrop-in and slide-in units available, some ofwhich even include a sink for additional

spacesaving. You can permanently install a grill andoven if your cooking plans extend

beyondcasual weekend use.There is also a growing trend for modularfitted solutions built into

other areas of the van,such as a pull-out drawer in the tailgate area.This neat design keeps

more space available inthe main cab area, and those with a rising reartailgate have the added

benefit of shelterabove their heads while cooking, as well asexcellent venting.>> Electric:

Although gas is the most popularoption for campervan use, it is possible to findsuitable electric

options, including a compactmicrowave. If the vast majority of your van useis likely to be on



sites where you can utiliseshore power, there are significant advantagesto using electric, not

least the potential spacesaving. It also stops ongoing worries aboutrunning out of gas. The

significant power drawof electric setups, however, means that it’s notreally possible to run them

independently ofshore power.Gas is a highly combustible substance andthere are numerous

safety considerationswhen choosing, installing and usinggas-powered utilities in a campervan.

If indoubt, always consult a trained expert.HygieneLike cooking, hygiene can just about be

asecondary concern if you’re taking short trips andare willing to put up with a little discomfort.

Foranything more than a weekend though, you’regoing to need to think about solutions

forkeeping yourself, your clothes and your van clean.The latter is surprisingly important, and

you’llwant to carefully consider your floor-coveringmaterial if you plan to regularly carry wet

ormuddy equipment, people and pets inside.Most things are amplified in a campervan,due to

the small space, and that includesunpleasant odours! Thankfully there arenumerous different

options for keeping clean –or at the very least disguising smells – whenyou’re camping:>>

Nature: For the more adventurous vanlifer,the ultimate option for keeping clean is a wildswim.

From rivers and lakes, to the sea, it’s agreat way to combine hygiene with a littlerecreational

exercise. Just remember to useeco-friendly products, and consider your safetyat all times.>>

Shower: For those with the space, a fittedshower is a luxury well worth having; there islittle

more transformative than a hot showerLeft: Vanlife campingin Cochise Stronghold,Arizona

when spending time on the road. Of course,beyond the space considerations you will alsoneed

to think about water storage and supply,and particularly what to do with grey water.Even when

using eco-friendly products, it’s bestto only dump grey water at official servicepoints or into

drains that you are certain feedinto the main sewer.For those without the space for a

properfitted solution, portable solar showers canprovide just enough warmth and flow rate

towash with, and you can easily fashion anenclosure to protect your modesty. There areeven

pop-up enclosures available, which candouble up as a toilet cubicle. The solar shower isalso

handy for rinsing dirty dishes, pets or evenjust your feet after a day on the beach or trails.>>

Sports facilities and services: It might notbe an obvious choice, but almost every townand even

some villages will have a publicpool happy to take your money in return for aswim or even just

use of their shower. What’smore, an increasing number of servicestations now feature shower

facilities.>> Dry wash: More of a temporary fix than abona fide hygiene solution, dry

shampooproducts can be a good back-up in betweenwashes, especially for those with long

hair.>> Wipes: As with dry wash, wipes are bestemployed sparingly. Many campers end upwith

a ‘day on, day off’ strategy when it comesto washing, and baby wipes and dry washcan help

make this more palatable. As withall aspects of vanlife, be sure to considerthe environment,

especially when disposingof single-use items like wipes.>> Dishes: Dishes are best dealt with

as soonas possible after cooking, since dried-onfood can be extremely tricky to deal withwhen

camping. As with cleaning at home,try to soak pans and heavily soiled dishes,and wash cups

and glasses first, followedby plates and, finally, pans and grills.For those without a fitted

kitchen, most siteshave a communal area for dishes, and it’s worthhaving a bucket for

transporting them to andfro. This can also be used as a washbowl,although for the space-

constrained you caneven buy folding and collapsible bowls. As witha fitted shower, it’s

important to consider howto deal with grey water from washing dishes, aswell as the eco-

friendliness of your detergent.>> Clothes: For shorter trips – even up to aweek or two – it’s

easily possible to packenough not to have to worry about washing,just like going on a regular

holiday. However,for those engaging in muddy sports, rinsingclothing and equipment

immediately will helpsignificantly, and it’s very easy to fashion a lineto air-dry your washing



when parked.Sites will at the least have facilities for handwashing, and many will even have a

laundry, soit can be worthwhile staying on a site for a nightor two now and again in order to

wash and dryyour clothes. Of course, most towns will alsohave laundry facilities that you can

pay to use.>> Toilet: Undoubtedly the least savoury topic inthe book, how to deal with the call

of nature isan unavoidable part of vanlife.In an ideal world, public toilets would beavailable

everywhere you go, and in fact thereare many who only stay on dedicated sitesentirely for this

reason.>> Cassette toilet: For those with a permanentfitted toilet, it is possible to connect the

incomingwater feed to the same tank used for showeringand washing dishes. The black water

is thencollected in a removable tank or ‘cassette’, whichcan be independently removed from

the vehicleand emptied in a suitable place.>> Porta Potty: The most common solution forvans

without space for a fitted cassette toilet,the porta potty works in a similar way, just on asmaller

scale. The self-contained portable unitincludes a small reservoir for flushing – typicallyusing

chemicals to help with odours and thebreakdown of waste – and a removablesection

containing the resulting black water. Theporta potty is small enough that it can be easilystowed,

and can be used both inside andoutside the van as well as in conjunction witha pop-up shower/

toilet cubicle.PowerRegardless of your camping plans, you willneed to carefully consider your

powerrequirements and usage. Most hardenedvanlifers will, at some point or other,experience

the dreaded moment whenthe key turns and nothing happens due toa dead battery.Generally

speaking there are three thingsthat are always worth having more of thanmight be necessary

when planning a trip:Water, fuel and electrical power. Running outof any one of these three can

be extremelyfrustrating at the least, and even potentiallydangerous in extreme cases.With

power-hungry on-board items suchas a refrigerator, and an increasing numberof electronic

devices such as mobile phones,tablets, cameras and sporting equipmentall requiring regular

recharging, even a shortweekend trip can quickly drain a vehicle’sbattery.There are a number

of robust systems forsupplementing and monitoring a vehicle’scharge, and it’s worth speaking

with a rangeof people – from other van users toqualified expert fitters – as well as

thinkingcarefully about your current and futurerequirements, since adding or

upgradingelements such as wiring and sockets at a laterstage will almost certainly create

significantextra costs and disruption. Solutions to considerinclude the following:>> Leisure

battery/split charge: The standardsolution for most light to medium duty use,this setup involves

adding a secondhigh-capacity battery to the vehicle. Typicallythis conversion will see ancillary

powered itemssuch as rear cab lighting and 12v socketsrewired to the secondary battery, plus

theaddition of a ‘split charge’ system, whichdiverts some of the power from the

vehicle’salternator to recharge the leisure batterywhen the vehicle is on the move.A split

charge will limit or even prevent thechances of being unable to start the vehicledue to a flat

main battery, but the obvious

disadvantage of this system is that if you don’thave the engine running, there is no

excesscharge to keep the leisure battery topped up.As such, if most or all of your vanlife

plansconsist of multiple days on the same sitewithout moving, you might need to think

aboutdifferent or additional power options.>> Shore power hook-up: For those who areplanning

to stay regularly on formal sites – orwho perhaps leave their van parked for longdurations

between trips and want to be ableto keep it charged – a shore power conversionallows the

vehicle to be connected directly tomains power via an extension lead. Mostmodern sites will

have at least some pitchesthat include a shore power connection,although they typically cost

extra and will likelyrequire booking in advance. For those who planto spend most or all of their

time wild camping,however, this addition is less important.For regular shore power users,



conversionscan include the installation of a permanentexternal connection point for

convenience,although this does typically involve cutting thevehicle bodywork.>> Solar: As solar

panels continue to fall in priceand the technology advances, it is becoming anincreasingly

desirable and affordable option forvehicles. In many ways, solar power is theperfect option for

vanlife: most vans have alarge, flat roof area, vehicles are almostexclusively used outside

where the sun canreach the panels, and it’s a source of limitlessand completely green

energy.Of course, this might apply somewhere likeCalifornia, where the sun always seems

toshine. However, the suitability of solar mightneed to be considered a little more carefully ifyou

are spending the majority of your time inScotland or Scandinavia.Solar is certainly not a

solution for everyone– many vanlifers regularly carry items such assporting equipment or

additional storage onthe roof of their vehicle, for example – howeverit is also possible to buy

smaller folding panels,which can be deployed quickly and easily tosupplement power

temporarily when parked.These won’t provide the same levels of chargeas a dedicated install,

but can certainly help tokeep a secondary leisure battery topped up.>> Power banks: As

batteries become smaller,more powerful and affordable, the market forportable power banks is

growing at anastonishing rate, with the global market forecastto be worth over US$25bn by

2022.Currently of little use for larger, more power-hungry items, portable power banks can be

aversatile solution for keeping smaller devices likemobile phones fully charged. Many

vanlifersalso use their mobile phones for navigation andinformation when exploring new areas,

sohaving a reliable portable power source to takewith you is essential.As technology continues

to advance, expectto see an increasing number of hybrid solarpower banks, as well as larger-

capacity unitsthat could end up supplementing or evenreplacing the leisure battery.>> Other

considerations: Aside from decidingwhich kind of power is right for you, thoseRight:

Campervan onroad with sheep dottingthe rolling hills of NewZealand’s North Island.© Justin

Foulkes / Lonely Planet

undertaking a conversion will also need toconsider important factors such as how manysockets

to include and where to locate them,which can be tricky until you’ve actually usedthe van. It’s a

chicken and egg scenario, whichcan be mitigated slightly by hiring or borrowinga similar

vehicle.For vans without fitted sockets but requiringplug-in capability for items such as

laptopcomputers, it’s also possible to buy a powerinverter, which will convert the 12v

powerproduced by the vehicle into the voltage requiredby your appliance. It should be noted

that thiscan put a very high strain on your vehicle’sbattery, however, and so should ideally only

beused when there is a significant excess ofcharge, eg when driving or using shore

power.Finally, a range of different powermanagement systems and controllers can

doeverything from protecting and monitoringcircuits, through to complete automated controlof

charge maintenance, and can be animportant addition for power-hungry users orpeople

wishing to spend a lot of time off-grid.StorageIf you’re already used to traditional camping,you’ll

be familiar with the need to pack light.However, with a campervan, part of the benefitfor many

people is the ability to bring moreequipment and include some home comforts.This is

especially true for those on longerjourneys and ‘full-timers’ living in their vans. Assuch, storage

could easily be argued as themost important feature of your van, sincealmost everything you

bring has to be storedand carried somehow. You will quickly learn theadage of ‘a place for

everything’, but first youneed to plan and create those spaces.When using a campervan of any

size or style,the key to a simple and enjoyable experience isto minimise everyday frustrations,

which meanshaving your most used items to hand quicklyand easily. On the one hand, this

relates to theobvious essentials like clothing, water andcutlery, but it’s also important to



consider theother reasons you use your van. For example ifyou are a passionate cyclist, you

probably don’twant to have to build up and break down yourbike each time you ride, and so

thinking aboutan external rack or dedicating more internalspace to bike storage might be

worthwhile.You will also find that you can never have toomany cubbyholes – something that

accessorymanufacturers have quickly realised. As suchthere is a huge variety of add-on

storage andorganisers available, which can clip, stick andscrew to every possible interior

surface. Inparticular, think about easy to access but outof the way locations such as seat

backs, orstrategically staple some elasticated nettingto walls or ceiling. The main van areas to

focuson when creating extra storage space arelisted here:>> Roof: Many vanlife vehicles will

start out as aworking van, and as such there’s a highprobability of some fairly substantial

rackingsolutions being available for the roof. This canrange from standard bars to affixed items

like aroof box or bike racks, through to robust half-cage structures that cover the entire

uppersurface of the roof. Both of these solutions canprovide a lot of extra storage space,

however it’simportant to also consider aspects such asheight restrictions, access to the roof

area forloading, and any restrictions it might put on solaror pop-top conversions. You are also

addingweight in the worst possible place for the vehiclehandling, so extra care should be taken

bothwhen fastening items as well as when driving.>> Towbar: Part of the joy of a campervan is

thepurity and simplicity of travelling in a singlevehicle. As such, it’s rare to see a fellow

vanlifertowing a trailer, but the towbar can still be ahandy addition, since it is able to bear a

verysignificant load and is quick and easy to attachthings to. Many modern towbars even allow

thehitch itself to be folded or disconnected whennot in use.There are a number of useful items

designedto be towbar mounted, ranging from luggageracks and BBQs to steps and even a

toilet.However, probably the most common usefor the towbar mount is to carry

sportingequipment, and particularly bicycles.Thanks to the sheer load-bearing capability ofa

towbar, modern bike carriers can easilyaccommodate four full-size bikes, though itshould be

kept in mind that anything mounted inthis part of the vehicle might restrict opening ofthe rear

tailgate. Designers of carriers such as theAtera Strada DL have taken this intoconsideration,

allowing the carrier to both slideand tilt backwards even when loaded. Note thatsome racks that

only tilt may still block thetailgate, so try to check before you buy.>> Tailgate rack: For those not

wanting to fit atowbar, the rear tailgate is still a good option forextra storage, since it keeps

objects in theslipstream of the vehicle, which helps with bothwind noise and fuel economy.

Bear in mindthough that depending on your vehicle, parts ofthe rack might be designed to rest

on yourbodywork, which even with protective pads caneventually cause marks and

discoloration. Theyare also much slower to attach than towbar-mounted accessories, and most

will totallyrestrict any opening of the tailgate.>> Belly pan: Many vans will already featurethe

capability to mount items underneath thevehicle, and this is particularly useful for vansfeaturing

bathroom or kitchen conversions sinceit’s the ideal location for fresh and grey watertanks. The

belly pan is a good location too forbulky, heavy, weatherproof items that rarelyneed to be

accessed, such as spare wheels ortools. As with anything fixed outside of thevehicle, be sure

to pay extra attention to howsecurely it is attached, and check it regularly.PackingAs for what

you’re storing? The three primarycategories to consider dedicated storage forare food and

drink, clothing, and equipment.>> Food and drink: If you have or are planning afull conversion

including a functional kitchen area,it’s likely that food and drink storage will be takencare of

already. As in a residential dwelling, yourfresh goods will probably live in a poweredfridge, with

other foodstuffs, plates, cutlery and

related items housed in cupboards. Justremember that your kitchen on wheels will needto turn



corners and possibly navigate bumpyroads. You will need to consider how everythingstays

where you put it when on the move.A slightly more complex scenario exists forthose who

eschew the fitted kitchen in favourof more internal space. Assuming that you stillwant to be

able to prepare food on trips, you’llneed to find room for most of the same thingsas with a

permanent conversion. However, yougain the flexibility of how and where things arestored,

which in turn allows you a much greaterrange of interior layout options.The trade-off is the

extra hassle around mealtimes, as you unpack and repack everything,and find hygienic

surfaces for preparation. Thisis fine for most people if trips are fairly shortand infrequent –

many vanlifers exist perfectlyhappily with a small barbecue and a single gasburner – but if you

are on longer trips orcatering for a larger family, it might ultimatelyprove a challenge.For part-

time users, the single box solutionpacks the essentials together into an easilyportable,

stowable and accessible way, coveredin more detail on page 31.>> Clothing: Storage of

clothing is typicallystraightforward, since most people will havesturdy bags that will be packed

andtransported to and from the house. These cancontinue to be used for storage once in

thevan, either in a dedicated location (beneathbench seats is a popular location) or

simplymoved around as needed.Regular site campers will sometimes utilisecovered outside

space such as awnings or apup tent to store bulky clothing bags oncecamp is set up, keeping

the van interior asuncluttered as possible.Those on longer trips or with larger vans willbenefit

from being able to unpack at least someof their regularly used clothes, in which casefitted

drawers and cupboards can easily beincorporated into many layouts.>> Equipment: Many

owners start out theirvanlife in order to facilitate a sport or hobby,since a van offers much more

space andflexibility than the average car. Whether yourpassion is cycling, skiing or

photography, it’s likelythat you’ll want to keep valuable (and bulky)equipment inside the vehicle

where possible.If a hobby is your primary reason for owninga van, it makes sense to prioritise

how andwhere you store your equipment. Hobbiesshould be fun, so the last thing you want is

toassociate it with stress and hassle. Try to find asetup where everything you need is

immediatelyto hand, and the steps for loading andunloading are kept to a minimum. Think

alsoabout how to deal with adverse weatherconditions: How will you store muddy kit

andequipment? Can you stand up inside the vehicleto get changed easily?Given the number of

people using theirvans for sport, there’s a smart answer out therefor most gear storage issues.

Spend some timelooking at specialist online forums, as it’s highlylikely other owners will have

had similarquestions and found suitable solutions.Right: Ed Bartlett’sVolkswagen

TransporterT4 utilises its awning toget extra outdoor space© Courtesy of Ed BartlettThe trade-

off is the extra hassle around mealtimes, as you unpack and repack everything,and find

hygienic surfaces for preparation. Thisis fine for most people if trips are fairly shortand

infrequent – many vanlifers exist perfectlyhappily with a small barbecue and a single gasburner

– but if you are on longer trips orcatering for a larger family, it might ultimatelyprove a

challenge.For part-time users, the single box solutionpacks the essentials together into an

easilyportable, stowable and accessible way, coveredin more detail on page 31.
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rachel, “Good for price. Nice hard back book”

Joshua Villines, “More a Celebration than a Guide. From a practical standpoint, this book is

more of a celebration of "Vanlife" than a practical guide.The first section provides a brief

overview of the basic elements for planning to live and travel out of a converted van. The

guidance here does not get particularly technical, and most of it is common sense, but a full

read through would make a good first step for the more detailed planning needed to enter

vanlife.The next section has interviews with ten different vanlifers. Each interview is eight

pages long, with plenty of photographs, brief comments, and a Q & A that I found particularly

informative. Again, you're not going to get the kind of specific details that a collection of

YouTube tutorials would offer, but the pictures and comments do offer some useful

inspiration.Finally, the third section offers 20 different van travel routes, with recommended

sights and waystations along the way. Surprisingly, not every route offers a recommended, van-

friendly, camping spot, and the maps (one per route) are only useful for a general overview of

the route. Don't plan to rely on them for the actual driving.As a photobook, this is a five-star

celebration of van living.As a tour book, it's more of a four-star overview, without the level of

detail necessary to take it to five stars.As a practical guide to the practical necessities of

preparing for life on the road, I would give it three stars. It simply does not have the depth and

specificity to help with that process. It does introduce the concepts with some thoroughness,

but that's it.”

MP, “A good place to start. I would recommend this book as a very easy read that makes it



obvious that anyone can jump off of the treadmill of life and head out on the road. With good

images and accompanying stories. So, whether it's a short trip or a longer adventure that your

hoping to do, this is a good place to start.”

johnatan williams, “A superbly inspirational wonderlust inducer. Unshackle yourself from the

rigid 9-5 box and set sail on road trip after road trip.. This makes it all imaginable and also adds

to the things and details that you couldn't even think about.It will be coming along on the next

few adventures- so i can plan further adventures. Basically- It's the gift that keeps on giving.”

Susan brickles, “Fabulous book for a dreamy traveller .. Just what I wanted great read”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good reading. It was a present so I can’t say much about it”

The book by Lonely Planet has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 167 people have provided feedback.
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